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Summary

We report on a patient with right-sided Sturge-Weber syndrome (SWS), in whom earlier functional hemispherectomy failed. Subtraction of ictal and interictal single-photon-emission-computed-tomography (SPECT) superimposed on individual MRI showed a right fronto-orbital hyperperfusion, with a left-sided EEG seizure pattern. Ictal SPECT supported our assumption that right frontal originated seizure pattern propagated to left hemisphere via the remaining right frontal bridge. Right orbito-frontal resection and disconnection from corpus callosum resulted in seizure freedom.

© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Case report

Sturge-Weber syndrome (SWS) is a sporadically occurring phakomatosis (Juhasz et al., 2007), which frequently leads to epilepsy, hemiparesis, and learning disability in association with a pial angioma (Aylett et al., 1999). Epilepsy affects most of these patients who may be good candidates for hemispherectomy if anti-epileptic medication does not control the seizures (Kossoff et al., 2002). Their presurgical evaluation includes non-invasive EEG-video monitoring and imaging studies. Ictal perfusion measured by single-photon-emission-computed-tomography (SPECT), particularly if subtracted from interictal SPECT and superimposed on MRI, can provide additional information in presurgical evaluation of patients with refractory extratemporal SWS (O’Brien et al., 2004).

A 6-year-old boy had frequent daily bilateral asymmetric tonic seizures since he was 8 months old. He had been diagnosed to have right-sided SWS. He had flaccid hemiparesis on left side more than on the right, and was not able to stand or walk. He was mentally retarded and unable to speak. As he was resistant to multiple anti-epileptic drugs (AED), epilepsy surgery was performed in 2003. Temporal and central lobectomy and frontal and occipital hemispherotomy were performed on the right side. He was then seizure-free for 2 years, but the seizures started again in 2005.

When the patient was admitted to our Epilepsy Monitoring Unit of the University of Munich Epilepsy Center in 2006 he had multiple daily motor seizures for 6 months. Phenobarbital treatment failed to control the seizures which occurred approximately 3–5 times a day. The seizures started with vocalization followed by left tonic and bilateral hypermotor seizures.
Figure 1  The interictal EEG shows right fronto-central and parietal sharp waves, continuous slowing, and a reduced background activity in the right hemisphere.

High-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; 3.0T, GE signa HDx, USA) showed the previous partial hemispherectomy and an incomplete hemispherotomy leaving a right frontal bridge to the corpus callosum. A 64-channel-EEG video evaluation with scalp electrodes (10—10 system) was performed. Interictal EEG showed right fronto-central and parietal sharp waves, and continuous slowing, and reduced background activity in the right hemisphere (Fig. 1). Ictal EEG, however, consistently demonstrated left hemisphere seizure patterns which occurred typically about 15 s after the clinical seizure onset (Fig. 2). For further evaluation ictal and interictal brain perfusion single photon emission tomography with a technetium-99m-labeled ethylcysteinate dimer (99mTc-ECD, Neurolite; BMS Pharma, Brussels, Belgium) was performed on a triple-head gamma camera (Multispect 3; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with high-resolution collimators. For ictal SPECT, the patient was injected with radioligand 16 s after the clinical seizure onset. The projection images were reconstructed by filtered backprojection and filtered by a 3D Butterworth low filter. For uniform attenuation correction, Chang’s first-order method was used. For further evaluation, the SPECT data were transferred to a workstation running BRASS software (Hermes/Nuclear Diagnostics, Sweden), which allows registration of a patient’s study on a 3D MRI-based reference template of anatomical ROIs and an identical coregistration of the consecutive interictal study. Subtraction of ictal and interictal SPECT superimposed on the patient’s MRI demonstrated hyperperfusion in the right fronto-orbital cortex (Fig. 3). As it is assumed that the ictal EEG pattern reflects

Figure 2  The ictal EEG shows a left hemisphere EEG seizure pattern which appeared 15 s after clinical seizure onset.
a seizure that has spread to the normal left hemisphere via the right frontal lobe bridge, we performed a partial right orbito-frontal resection, thus disconnecting the frontal lobe from the corpus callosum. Following this second surgery, the patient has been seizure-free for 14 months now. He has developed both physically and neuropsychologically, and is able to stand and speak a few single words.

Discussion

Our patient demonstrates that even if previous epilepsy surgery, for example, combined hemispherectomy and hemispherotomy has failed in SWS patients, they may benefit from repeated surgery if the seizure onset zone can be localized. Epilepsy surgery should be considered in these patients if high seizure frequency and developmental deterioration do not respond to AED treatment. Anatomical hemispherectomy has an excellent outcome but was formerly reported to be associated with chronic complications such as superficial cerebral hemosiderosis (SCH) (Falconer and Wilson, 1969). Therefore, surgical techniques have been introduced to reduce complications, leading to partial hemispherectomy and hemispherotomy (Schramm and Behrens, 1997). Functional hemispherectomy has been developed as a less invasive technique (cerebral hemispherotomy), in which cortical resection is minimized and the rest of the affected hemisphere is functionally isolated by transecting its projection and commissural fibers at the corpus callosum (Morino et al., 2007). The purpose of surgery is to disconnect fibers between seizure foci over wide areas of one cerebral hemisphere and thus prevent propagation of epileptic discharges to the non-affected hemisphere (Morino et al., 2007).

Although partial hemispherectomy and hemispherotomy are established treatments for medically refractory epilepsy due to diffuse hemisphere disease, the first surgery failed in our patient. MRI showed that a bridge of the right frontal lobe to the corpus callosum remained. Ictal SPECT superimposed on the MRI proved the localization of the seizure onset zone, thus establishing the functional significance of the frontal bridge. The delayed appearance of the ictal EEG seizure pattern, which followed the clinical seizure onset was falsely lateralized and supports the assumption of propagation of the epileptic activity to the non-affected hemisphere.

Ictal perfusion SPECT is an important imaging tool in presurgical evaluation (Duncan, 1997; Van Paesschen et al., 2007). It is believed that the region with the most intense hyperperfusion reflects the ictal onset zone (Van Paesschen et al., 2007). However, if there is a poor time resolution, seizure propagation may cause false localization of the epileptogenic zone, particularly with late injections in extratemporal epilepsy (Noachtar et al., 1998). The ictal SPECT and ictal EEG findings disagreed in our patient. Whereas ictal SPECT localized the epileptogenic zone, ictal EEG reflected the propagation of the seizure to the non-affected left hemisphere. Our failure to record an EEG seizure pattern in the right hemisphere may be related to the diffuse right hemisphere pathology and former partial hemispherectomy. We speculated that the seizure did not involve enough volume of cortex to produce a seizure pattern, which could be recorded on the surface of the abnormal hemisphere, despite the prior craniotomy. Such a seizure pattern has been described in selected patients with large lesions (Sammaritano et al., 1987). Only when it spread to the non-affected hemisphere was it then reflected in the non-invasive EEG. On the basis of the results of this evaluation the patient underwent surgery to remove the orbito-frontal epileptogenic zone and the residual bridge of the right frontal lobe to the corpus callosum. Unfortunately, in some patients functional hemispherectomy and hemispherotomy fail to disconnect the hemisphere. Recent studies showed that with modern diagnostics and surgical techniques anatomical hemispherectomy is associated with less morbidity than previously reported (O’Brien et al., 2006; McClelland and Maxwell, 2007). Thus, anatomical hemispherectomy might still be an option for patients with large hemispheric lesions.

The patient has now been seizure-free for 14 months on follow-up.

In summary, this patient shows the localizing value of ictal SPECT for re-operation in cases of SWS. Here, ictal SPECT established the clinical significance of the incomplete former hemispherotomy leaving a right frontal connection.

Figure 3 (a and b) Superimposed subtraction of ictal and interictal ECD-SPECT perfusion on the 3D reconstructed MRI showing right orbito-frontal and lateral frontal ictal hyperperfusion.
to the corpus callosum. It also revealed the limitations of non-invasive ictal EEG in diffuse hemisphere pathology of SWS.
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